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The Sub-Electron-Noise Skipper CCD Experimental Instrument (SENSEI) uses the recently devel-
oped Skipper-CCD technology to search for electron recoils from the interaction of sub-GeV dark
matter particles with electrons in silicon. We report first results from a prototype SENSEI detector,
which collected 0.019 gram-days of commissioning data above ground at Fermi National Accelera-
tor Laboratory. These commissioning data are sufficient to set new direct-detection constraints for
dark matter particles with masses between ∼500 keV and 4 MeV. Moreover, since these data were
taken on the surface, they disfavor previously allowed strongly interacting dark matter particles
with masses between ∼500 keV and a few hundred MeV. We discuss the implications of these data
for several dark matter candidates, including one model proposed to explain the anomalously large
21-cm signal observed by the EDGES Collaboration. SENSEI is the first experiment dedicated to
the search for electron recoils from dark matter, and these results demonstrate the power of the
Skipper-CCD technology for dark matter searches.
INTRODUCTION
Identifying the nature of dark matter (DM) is one
of the most important tasks of particle physics today,
and direct-detection experiments play an essential role in
this endeavor. The search for DM particles with masses
. 1 GeV represents a new experimental frontier [1]. Tra-
ditional direct-detection searches, which are sensitive to
recoil energy generated from DM scattering off of nu-
clei, typically have very little sensitivity to sub-GeV mass
DM. Indeed, the best current bounds are limited to very
large cross sections below 1 GeV and are absent below
∼ 120 MeV [2–4]. As suggested in [5], improved sensitiv-
ity to DM masses well below the GeV scale is possible by
searching for signals induced by inelastic processes, for
which a DM particle is able to deposit much more en-
ergy compared to the elastic scattering off of nuclei. In
particular, one of the most promising avenues is to search
for one or a few ionized electrons that are released due to
DM particles interacting with electrons in the detector.
Background-free searches for single or few-electron
events are experimentally challenging. Sensitivity to such
events has been demonstrated using two-phase time pro-
jection chambers with noble liquid targets, using data
from XENON10 [6–8], XENON100 [7, 9], and DarkSide-
50 [10]. Significant progress can be made by utilizing
solid-state detectors, which exhibit much lower thresh-
olds due to their low, O(eV), band gaps. Recently, silicon
Charge-Coupled Devices (CCDs) with a special “Skip-
per” readout stage [11] and high-voltage cryogenic silicon
detectors with transition edge sensor readout [12] have
demonstrated single-electron sensitivity. The ∼1.1 eV
band gap of silicon allows for a DM mass threshold that
is an order of magnitude lower than that achieved in no-
ble liquid detectors, and permits significantly larger DM-
electron scattering rates [5, 7, 13–15].
The Sub-Electron-Noise Skipper CCD Experimental
Instrument (SENSEI) is designed to utilize the Skipper-
CCD technology demonstrated in [11] to search for elec-
tron recoils from sub-GeV DM. While the ultimate goal
of the SENSEI Collaboration is to build a 100-gram de-
tector consisting of multiple Skipper-CCDs, a prototype
detector is currently operating ∼100 m underground near
the MINOS experiment at Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory (FNAL). This prototype was first tested on
the surface, collecting 0.019-gram-days of data (before
analysis cuts).
In this letter, we present the first constraints on sub-
GeV DM derived from SENSEI commissioning data.
We exclude novel parameter space for DM masses be-
low ∼4 MeV, above which the XENON10 constraint
from [6, 7] dominates. Furthermore, operating on the
surface allows a search for DM that strongly interacts
with the visible sector. Such DM does not penetrate
the Earth, and detectors placed deep underground, such
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FIG. 1. Recorded spectrum after selection cuts for the 0.019
gram-days of commissioning data. Gaussian fits to the peaks
show there are 140,302, 4676, 131, and 1 event(s) with 1, 2,
3, and 4 electrons, respectively. No events are seen for 5 −
100 electrons. The gaussian width of the peaks are ∼0.14e−.
as the noble-liquid detectors mentioned above, have no
sensitivity. Despite large cosmic-ray backgrounds, this
region can be easily probed by a detector on the surface
with a small amount of data. The SENSEI data thus also
place novel constraints on DM particles with masses of
several hundred MeV.
THE SENSEI PROTOTYPE DETECTOR
We use a single Skipper-CCD of active area 1.086 cm
× 1.872 cm with an initial active mass of 0.0947 grams
of silicon fabricated parasitically in a production run for
astronomical CCDs. The Skipper-CCD was packaged in
a light-tight copper housing that was cooled to an esti-
mated 130 K to reduce the dark current on the sensor and
to reduce the emission of infrared photons from black-
body radiation [16]. The sensor was read by a modified
Monsoon electronics system described in [11].
We analyze here a small amount of commissioning
data, taken on May 11, 2017, at the Silicon Detector Fa-
cility (SiDet) at FNAL. SiDet has an elevation of ∼220 m
above sea level and a roof consisting of about 7.6 cm of
concrete, 2 mm of aluminum, and 1 cm of wood. The
thickness of the light-tight copper housing in which the
sensor was placed is 3 mm.
The Skipper-CCD is divided into four equal-size quad-
rants, each of which is read continuously, independently,
and in parallel for 427 minutes. The single-sample noise
of the CCD varied slightly from quadrant to quadrant.
One of the quadrants had unusually high single-sample
readout noise due to a charge transfer inefficiency prob-
lem in the readout stage, and all data from it were imme-
Cuts
Ne,min 1 2 3 4 5
1. DM within a single pixel 1 0.62 0.48 0.41 0.37
2. Nearest Neighbor 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
3. Noise 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88
4. Bleeding 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95
Total 0.67 0.41 0.32 0.27 0.24
Number of events 140,302 4,676 131 1 0
TABLE I. Efficiencies for the data selection cuts for events
with 1 to 5 electrons. The bottom row lists the number of
observed events after cuts.
diately discarded, leaving an active mass of 0.071 grams.
The other three had a single-sample readout noise of
∼4 e−; taking 800 samples reduced the noise to ∼0.14 e−.
It took tpix ' 19.5495× 10−3 s to take 800 samples of a
single pixel.
Each quadrant consists of 624 rows of 362 pixels. Each
pixel has an area of 15µm×15µm, a thickness of 200µm,
and a mass of 1.0476 × 10−7 gram. The total data is
saved in 18 “images” for each quadrant, with an image
consisting of 200 rows of 362 pixels. Before data tak-
ing, the CCD is cleaned, removing any excess charge on
all pixels. The first 624 recorded rows in each quadrant
then have pixels whose exposure grows linearly from tpix
to 624 × 362 × tpix = 73.6 min, with the pixels in the
following (18 × 200 − 624 = 2976) rows having a uni-
form exposure of 73.6 mins each. Note that due to the
continuous readout, each row subsequent to the first 624
rows has a uniform exposure, corresponding to the time
it takes to move a charge packet across the entire array of
the CCD quadrant. The total exposure for the 3 “active”
quadrants is 0.019 gram-days.
DATA SELECTION
The prototype Skipper-CCD has a measured dark cur-
rent of ∼ 1.14 e−/pixel/day. This leads to a large num-
ber of 1-, 2-, and 3-electron events. In this paper, we do
not attempt to analyze the dark current in detail or to
remove any background events. Instead, we place conser-
vative limits by assuming that all events are from DM.
After data collection, we implemented several standard
quality cuts for CCD-based detectors [18, 19] as well as
cuts specific to our analysis, whose selection efficiencies
are listed in Table I for electron bins 1− 5:
• Single-pixel events. To simplify our analysis, we se-
lect only pixels whose neighboring pixels are empty.
– DM within a single pixel. While a DM event con-
sists of one or more electrons that are created initially
in a single pixel, and spread with uniform probabil-
ity along the height of the pixel, the electrons can
drift apart as they diffuse to the surface, allowing
some electrons to diffuse to a neighboring pixel. The
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FIG. 2. The 90% C.L. constraints on the DM-electron scattering cross-sections, σe, as a function of DM mass, mχ, from
a commissioning run above ground at FNAL using the SENSEI prototype detector. We show different DM form factors,
FDM(q) = 1, αme/q, and (αme/q)
2. The purple, blue, green, and red lines correspond to the constraints from the 1-, 2-, 3-, or
4-electron bin, respectively. The black line is the minimum of these. The blue shaded regions are the current constraints from
XENON10, XENON100, and DarkSide-50. For large cross sections, the DM is stopped in the Earth’s crust (atmosphere) and
does not reach the noble-liquid (SENSEI prototype) detectors: the dark-shaded regions (labelled |gp| = |ge|) show order-of-
magnitude estimates of the excluded parameter regions assuming the interaction between DM and ordinary matter is mediated
by a heavy dark photon (left), an electric dipole moment (middle), or an ultralight dark photon (right). The light-shaded
regions (labelled gp = 0) are order-of-magnitude estimates of the 90% C.L. excluded parameter regions assuming a mediator
that couples only to electrons. The terrestrial effects shown here are order-of-magnitude estimates only, and more detailed
calculations will appear in [17].
lateral drift distance is described by a gaussian dis-
tribution with a standard deviation proportional to
the transit time from the interaction point to the
surface of the CCD [20]. The diffusion parameter
can be measured directly from tracks produced by
atmospheric muons [19]. For our CCD, the diffusion
parameter is proportional to 0.002/µm times the in-
teraction depth. The probability for the DM event to
be contained in a single pixel is unity for 1-electron
events, and drops to 0.166 for 100-electron events.
– Nearest Neighbor. We remove all pixels that are
next to an occupied pixel in the data; this cut also
removes all tracks and clusters.
• Noise. We veto images in which the readout noise
is 30% larger than the expected readout noise as in-
ferred from an over-scan region in which virtual (non-
existent) pixels are read.
• Bleeding. At low temperatures the electron mobility
may be impeded, implying a small probability that an
electron can get stuck in a given pixel for several down-
ward shifts. If an event, such as a cosmic ray, produces
a large number of electrons in some pixel(s), then pix-
els with several electrons may be found upstream in
the image. We mask 10 pixels upstream of any pixel
containing more than 100 electrons.
In what follows we bin the data, after the above selec-
tion cuts, according to the number of electrons per pixel,
and derive constraints for each bin separately. The spec-
trum after cuts is shown in Fig. 1, together with gaussian
fits to the first three bins. We use the bins with 1− 100
electrons in our analysis.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
We calculate the DM recoil spectrum for several mod-
els, deriving constraints both on DM-electron scattering
and on bosonic DM being absorbed by an electron [21–
24]. For the scattering case, we use the calculations
and conventions from [5, 13], assuming a local DM den-
sity ρDM = 0.4 GeV/cm
3 [25]. We present our results
in the σe versus mχ parameter space for various DM
form-factors, FDM(q), where mχ is the DM mass and
σe is the cross section for DM to scatter off a free elec-
tron with the momentum transfer fixed to its typical
value, q = αme, where α is the fine-structure constant
and me is the electron mass. FDM(q) parameterizes the
model-dependent momentum dependence of the DM in-
teraction: a “heavy” mediator with mass  αme has
FDM(q) = 1; an “ultralight” mediator with mass  αme
has FDM(q) = (αme/q)
2; and an electric-dipole-moment
interaction with the Standard-Model photon produces
FDM(q) ' αme/q.
For bosonic DM, we will consider that the DM is a
dark photon, denoted A′, with mass mA′ , that is stable
on the lifetime of the Universe. We follow the calcula-
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FIG. 3. The 90% C.L. constraint on σe versus mχ for
FDM(q
2) = (αme/q)
2 from a surface run at FNAL using the
SENSEI prototype detector (orange region, bounded below
by a solid line and above by a dashed line that is the same
as the |gp| = |ge| line in the right plot of Fig. 2). We as-
sume that χ couples to an ultralight dark-photon mediator,
and Ωχ = 0.01ΩDM, which may explain the 21-cm signal ob-
served by EDGES. Other 90% C.L. constraints are described
in the text. The SENSEI surface run disfavors a small region
of previously open parameter space for σe & 10−25 cm2 and
mχ greater than a few hundred MeV.
tions and conventions in [22], and present results in the
 versus mA′ parameter space, where  is the parame-
ter that characterizes the strength of the kinetic mixing
between the A′ and the photon.
For each model, we calculate conservative 95% confi-
dence level upper limits using Poisson statistics and as-
suming that all observed electrons in a given bin are DM
events. We compare the resulting limit from each bin
with the predicted number of DM events (for a given
value of σe or ), after correcting for the efficiencies.
Our main results, for σe versus mχ are shown in
Fig. 2 for the three form factors discussed above. De-
spite a small exposure time on the surface, the SEN-
SEI commissioning run already probes novel parameter
space for light DM (mass . 4 MeV) and for DM with
large cross sections. This is the first time that a direct-
detection constraint is derived for DM masses as low as
∼500 keV. In contrast, noble-liquid experiments (espe-
cially XENON10) probe lower cross sections for masses
& 4 MeV.
In addition to having never probed DM masses below
4 MeV, the noble-liquid detectors that have previously
constrained sub-GeV DM are operated underneath the
Gran Sasso mountain. DM that interacts strongly with
ordinary matter cannot reach these detectors due to scat-
tering in the Earth. In contrast, much larger interaction
strengths can be probed with the SENSEI surface run, as
only the atmosphere (and a thin roof) can stop the DM.
The terrestrial effects on MeV-to-GeV DM scattering
off nuclei or electrons are model-dependent and have so
far only been explored partially in the literature [26–28];
(see [29–34] for larger DM masses; see [35, 36] for solar
effects). However, to illustrate that SENSEI constrains
novel parameter space at large cross sections, we include
very preliminary results from [17]. Here, we estimate
the terrestrial effects at the order-of-magnitude level. A
dark-photon mediator or electric-dipole-moment allows
DM to scatter off nuclei and electrons in the atmosphere
or Earth (we include elastic scatters only, ignoring inelas-
tic scatters off electrons). In the darker shaded regions
in Fig. 2 (labelled “|gp| = |ge|”) the respective detectors
have no sensitivity. If the mediator only couples to elec-
trons (and not to nuclei), a very naive rescaling of the
preliminary results in [17] leads to the excluded regions
labelled “gp = 0” (lighter shaded regions). If the media-
tor only couples to electrons (and not to nuclei), a naive
estimate leads to the excluded regions labelled “gp = 0”
(lighter shaded regions). We see that the SENSEI pro-
totype constraints are largely complementary to existing
noble-liquid detector constraints.
We give one example of a concrete model that can give
rise to large cross sections in Fig. 3. We assume that a
subdominant DM component, χ, interacts with an ultra-
light dark photon (mA′  keV), with Ωχ = 0.01ΩDM.
This model is motivated by the EDGES measurement of
the 21-cm spectrum at z ' 17, which revealed an anoma-
lously large absorption signal [37] [38] (see also [39–54]).
The SENSEI constraint (orange) is bounded by the solid
(dashed) line for small (large [17]) σe. It disfavors novel
parameter space for DM masses above a few hundred
MeV for σe & 10−25 cm2. Other constraints arise from
the SLAC millicharge experiment [55], red-giant (RG)
and horizontal-branch (HB) stars [56], the BBN and
CMB measurements of the number of relativistic degrees
of freedom (Neff) [56], and Supernova 1987A (SN) [57]. A
more careful analysis of other possible constraints in this
region is, however, warranted, including a re-analysis of
low-threshold DM-nuclear recoil data [2, 3], and an anal-
ysis of whether such a DM candidate would be evacuated
from the Galactic disk by Galactic magnetic fields and su-
pernova shock waves (as may be the case if the DM has
a millicharge [58]).
We next show the SENSEI prototype constraints on 
versus mA′ for dark-photon DM (A
′), which can be ab-
sorbed by an electron, in Fig. 4. At small , our new con-
straint is weaker than other constraints due to its small
exposure, however, for large  new grounds are explored.
We estimate the maximal coupling, max = 1/
√
ρLσabs
above which the A′ is absorbed by molecules in the at-
mosphere or by atomic electrons in the Earth’s crust and
sensitivity is lost. Here σabs is the measured photoab-
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FIG. 4. 90% C.L. constraints on dark-photon DM absorp-
tion by electrons, in the kinetic mixing () versus dark-photon
mass (mA′) parameter space from a surface run at FNAL us-
ing the SENSEI prototype detector (orange). 90% C.L con-
straints from XENON10, XENON100, CDMSlite, DAMIC,
and a measurement of the Rydberg constant are shown. The
direct-detection constraints are absent at large , where the A′
is absorbed in the Earth’s crust or atmosphere before reaching
the detector. The SENSEI constraint closes a gap in labora-
tory probes of the high- region. We assume the A′ to be DM,
irrespective of any (model-dependent) production process.
sorption cross-sections per molecule, N is the average
density, and L is the depth. For simplicity, we take the
Earth’s crust to consist of silicon with ρ = 2.7 g/cm3,
with L = 0.7 km (CDMSlite), 1.4 km (XENON10/100),
or 2 km (DAMIC). We take the atmosphere to consist
of O2 and N2 [59] (with ρ = 1.2 × 10−4 g/cm3 and L =
86 km). These dominate the absorption for mA′ & 5 eV,
the bond-dissociation energy of O2 (no data on σabs is
available below mA′ ' 10 eV, so we extrapolate the avail-
able data down to 5 eV). For mA′ . 5 eV, ozone domi-
nates the absorption, but its abundance is very small and
does not affect the region shown in Fig. 4. We see that
SENSEI closes a gap in laboratory probes of the large-
region: the gap was bounded above by a measurement of
the Rydberg constant (we show a 2σ constraint adapted
from [60–62]) and below by our analysis of terrestrial ab-
sorption effects for XENON10, XENON100, CDMSlite,
and DAMIC [4, 21–23, 63] (stellar constraints [64, 65]
already disfavor this region).
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We present results from a low-exposure commission-
ing run of a SENSEI prototype detector. We demon-
strate the first use of Skipper-CCD technology for a
DM search, the first direct-detection constraints for DM
masses 0.5 − 4 MeV, and the first direct-detection con-
straints on strongly interacting DM for masses between
0.5 MeV and a few hundred MeV. Over the next few
years, the SENSEI Collaboration aims to construct a de-
tector consisting of ∼100 grams of Skipper CCDs that
are fabricated in a dedicated production run using high-
resistivity silicon. These detectors are expected to have a
dark current several orders of magnitude lower than the
prototype detector and an improved single-sample noise.
We expect to collect an exposure that is almost 2 million
times larger than the exposure of the surface run and
with far fewer background events, allowing us to explore
vast new regions of DM parameter space.
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